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Why Rational People Believe 

Greenhouse Gas Propaganda 
by Jeremy James 

The holographic elephant in the room 

In some of our earlier papers we examined the various reasons why otherwise sensible 

individuals can believe the most irrational propositions. A prime cause of this is what 

we call magical thinking, where one of the logical steps that we would normally take 

when evaluating an argument is replaced by something imaginary. Our modern media 

presents us with so many fictitious scenarios for our ‘entertainment’ that our minds 

have become accustomed from childhood to temporarily ‘believe’ or accept as true 

something which we know has little or no validity.  

Take the Star Trek series. It violates so many laws of physics that no rational person 

could give credence to any of it. But in order to “enjoy” the show we are prepared to 

suspend our disbelief. The more we indulge in this fanciful form of perception, the 

greater the risk that we will employ it in our everyday life. Perhaps we will not do this 

where big issues are at stake, but many will casually lapse into a quiescent, uncritical 

state of mind when matters of less importance are concerned. This is more likely to 

happen as the amount of fresh information or ‘news’ that assails us daily continues to 

grow.

Scientists who have studied mass psychology have learned that, if a society can be 

induced to accept a set of propositions as tentatively true for at least two months, most 

of its members will incorporate them into their “reality” and never question them 

again. 
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Brainwashing in North Korea 
American prisoners who returned after the Korean War were surprisingly sympathetic 

to Communism, in many cases to the point where they condemned the capitalist 

system and refused, at first, to reintegrate into American society. These men had been 

subjected to a brand of brainwashing which until then had not been used in the West. 

Without the use of drugs or the threat of violence, the Koreans had undermined the 

cognitive anchors which held their worldview in place. This was achieved through daily 

conversations in which the soldiers, interviewed separately, were required to answer 

carefully selected questions over and over. Bit by bit they lost confidence in the 

answers they had previously given and began to absorb the ideas suggested by their 

interrogators. In their disoriented state they failed to see how their mental processes 

were being manipulated.     

American prisoners in North Korea, October 1950. 

This technique had a high success rate with white Americans, but only got modest 

results with black personnel. This greatly intrigued the US military psychologists. Why 

were the African-American soldiers so resistant to this form of brainwashing? They 

found that the Korean technique worked so well on white personnel because they 

didn’t know they were being manipulated. The black men, however, had grown up in 

a culture where the verbal manipulation of their ethnic group was commonplace. The 

moment the Korean interrogators launched into their line of questioning, which was 

designed to undermine a captive’s autonomy and sense of identity, the black men soon 

recognized what they were up to.  

How can a man go into a woman’s washroom and pretend to be a woman? How can 

any society tolerate such grotesque conduct? And yet this wicked trickery began under 

Obama, a black President. A significant proportion of white Americans failed to see 

that they were being manipulated. This, seemingly, continues to be the case today.  
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Perhaps the boycott of Budweiser beer is a sign that white America is finally waking 

up. The washroom trick is a variation of the brainwashing technique used in Korea, 

where the victims – in this case the whole of America – did not realize that they were 

being manipulated.  

Corporate Amerika 
With a straight face, corporate America seriously tried to contend that an oppressed 

minority – the so-called ‘transgender’ community – were being unfairly treated and 

that it was the duty of all decent Americans to correct this injustice. Of course it too 

was a hoax. There is no transgender community and no injustice. There are, instead, a 

small number of mentally unstable people in need of counselling. The injustice was 

committed by the psychiatric professionals who fed this nonsense into the minds of 

their vulnerable patients. Starting in 2017, Obama and his cronies began using these 

disturbed individuals to concoct a fictitious injustice and blame it on the American 

people.  

The hoax worked because the majority of the population failed to see that they were 

being scammed. They were like the white soldiers in Korea who tried to wrestle with 

the arguments made by their interrogators. The black soldiers, on the other hand, 

didn’t have to argue with anyone! They knew they were being conned. They knew the 

whole exercise, from start to finish, was designed to mess with their minds – so they 

didn’t allow it to happen. 

*** 

“Now, therefore,  I, Barack Obama, President of the United 

States of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the 

Constitution and laws of the United States, do hereby proclaim 

June 2009 as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Pride 

Month. I call upon the people of the United States to turn back 

discrimination and prejudice everywhere it exists.” 

– from Presidential Proclamation 8387, 2009.

Most Americans failed to see that Obama legitimized gender 

fluidity in this Proclamation. 
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White Americans were unable to admit to themselves that Obama was a liar. As a result 

they began to wrestle with this new moral conundrum, not realizing that when you 

argue with a fool, you are falling for his folly – “Answer not a fool according to his 

folly, lest thou also be like unto him” (Proverbs 26:4). Everyone KNOWS that 

transgenderism is biological nonsense, the product of a serious mental disturbance, 

but they lacked the courage to say so. They didn’t want to believe that the first black 

President of the United States was a liar and a deceiver.

So, in violation of God’s Word, the pastors and Christian leaders of America joined the 

Fool in his folly, seemingly hoping that the madness would pass. The Fool himself 

revealed just how many fools were sitting in our pews, gormlessly weighing, and giving 

credence to, whatever moral novelty the Fool invented.  

As the weeks turned into months a huge proportion of the population adjusted to this 

new ‘reality’. The experts were right after all. It is only necessary to get the masses to 

believe idiotic nonsense for two months and they will have great difficulty thereafter 

reverting to their former worldview.  

Six years later America is suffering more than ever from the festering effects of 

Obama’s perversion. It was no accident that a sodomite president with a male ‘wife’ 

was the principal instrument that Satan used to turn the natural order upside down:     

“Surely your turning of things upside down shall be esteemed 

as the potter's clay: for shall the work say of him that made it, 

He made me not?” (Isaiah 29:16)

Another Fool beguiles the nation 
In doing so he laid the foundation for another ‘two-month reality switch’ – the great 

Covid hoax. In their haste to “flatten the curve,” at the behest of another consummate 

deceiver, the American public did as Donald Trump directed and allowed themselves 

to believe the most idiotic nonsense. Lock up those who are well! Shut down society! 

The sky is falling! 
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Within 8-10 weeks the vast majority of the population had passed a point of no return. 

They were convinced that a novel disease had actually come into existence (it hadn’t) 

and threatened to kill us all (it didn’t), a disease that could be identified with a test (it 

couldn’t) and prevented by a vaccine (Yet more lies! – it was an experimental serum 

of unknown composition, with no proven therapeutic effect, that was too dangerous to 

test on animals).  

A Storm of Lies 
Why tell one lie using this mass brainwashing technique when you can tell a whole 

series of them? Once an aptitude for discernment in a population falls below a certain 

threshold, they are depressingly easy to exploit. The swindlers are pushing an open 

door. As they used to say in the old days, it’s like taking candy from a baby. 

The Laodicean church  

This explains why the changes that must be made to bring about a New World Order 

are being implemented with such rapidity. The public has shown virtually no capacity 

to resist. Our pastors have better things to do, our preachers are unable to articulate 

more than a tiny fraction of the wickedness that is rampant in out society, our elders 

are babes whimpering for milk, and many who genuinely love the LORD are listening 

to the wrong people. 

Here's a simple example. Recently a faithful Christian in our community, who has 

served the LORD with joy for many years, told me that her pastor had preached a 

sermon defending the Biblical doctrine of two genders. Out of curiosity I went looking 

for his sermon online but despite an extensive search I couldn’t find it. This is where 

we are today. Pastors who claim to be exposing the lies are hiding the truth under a 

bushel. Only a few dozen attendees heard his message – such as it was – but if they 

wanted to share it with others, with people who really needed to hear it, they were 

unable to do so. 
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Did this church, or thousands like it, ever write to a newspaper or post flyers declaring 

its support for traditional marriage and family values? Did it ever reveal to the world 

that sodomy is both harmful and morally wrong, that transgenderism is a nasty lie, or 

that abortion is cold-blooded murder? Of course not! They only ‘defend’ the Truth 

behind closed doors, before an audience of sympathizers, refraining from any public 

expression of concern or revulsion at what our Marxist governments are doing. They 

never emerge from under their protective “bushel” and state firmly, for all to hear, the 

immutable truth of God’s Word. 

The Biblical reason for all of this 
There is a straightforward reason for this, even where pastors and preachers appear to 

be committed to their vocation: They don’t actually hate the lies which they claim to 

be exposing. The heartfelt passion voiced by David is entirely missing from their lives: 

“I hate and abhor lying: but thy law do I love.” 

(Psalm 119:163)

This is the lukewarm church, the Laodicean church described in chapter 3 of the Book 

of Revelation. Most of its members have neither a passion for righteousness nor a 

hatred of evil. They are neither hot nor cold. We see ample evidence that the vast 

majority of our pastors, preachers and elders have little zeal for truth. And there is not 

the slightest sign that they “hate and abhor lying”!  

Believers in the early 20th century may have been puzzled by the vehemence with 

which Jesus dismissed these ‘Christians’: 

“So then because thou art lukewarm, 

and neither cold nor hot, 

I will spue thee out of my mouth.” 

(Revelation 3:16)

They must have asked themselves how, at some time in the future, any professing 

group of Christians could claim to follow the Word of God, and give every appearance 

of doing so, and yet be so far removed from Truth that Our Lord would reject them 

utterly.  

It is much easier for us to understand this today because we have seen the process at 

work. We have witnessed the steady disintegration of faith to the point where virtually 

no-one refers to Satan’s plan to destroy the church, or identifies what he is doing, or 

points with alarm at the progress he has made. Most of us would have to drive 

hundreds of miles to find a congregation that sincerely grieves over the catastrophe 

that has taken place in the past few years.  
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We were shown the importance the LORD attaches to sincere lamentation in the Book 

of Ezekiel: 

“And the LORD said unto him, Go through the midst of the 

city, through the midst of Jerusalem, and set a mark upon 

the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry for all the 

abominations that be done in the midst thereof.”  

(Ezekiel 9:4)

These are the people to whom Jesus is referring in Matthew 5:6, who “hunger and 

thirst after righteousness.”

But our leaders are silent. Where we would expect to hear a lion roaring, we hear – 

only occasionally – a mouse squeaking.     

Propaganda is being used to drown out God’s Word 
Propaganda exploits our human propensity to believe any assertion that is repeated 

over and over, especially by someone in authority. It takes effort to reject an empty 

assertion, and determined effort to reject it continually. Propaganda is little more than 

advertising that has been tailored to achieve a political goal. And like standard 

commercial advertising, it works.  

Our sin-damaged minds have lost the ability to hate lies. The masses – and our 

churches – are largely indifferent to the role that lying plays in modern life. So when 

the Wicked revealed their existence in 2017, where they stood together as one and 

brazenly declared their hatred for Christian morality, virtually no-one noticed.  

We covered this in our paper, The Children of Wickedness have Revealed both 

their Existence and their Goal (#119). In brief, 53 major companies joined together 

to support a challenge in the Supreme Court to any legal restrictions on access by 

‘transgenders’ to public school restrooms. This was a revolutionary development since 

never in history had corporate America come together in this way to defend a moral or 

social policy position.  The reason they gave for their involvement was pathetic, namely 

that their ability to recruit, retain and deploy staff would be adversely affected by these 

restrictions! 
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As we stated in #119: “If the big corporations of America thought it was necessary to 

submit a brief to the Supreme Court every time their interests were likely to be affected 

by the Court's decision, the Court would be inundated with submissions. How many 

amicus briefs have been submitted by Fortune 500 companies to restrict the 

availability of online pornography, which has a very deleterious effect on workplace 

productivity and morale? Or online gambling, or online gaming, or drug treatment 

programs in the local community, or school curricula, or college fees? The list is long. 

It is doubtful whether any of their employees are unaffected by these and similar 

issues, but they are largely ignored by the big corporations.”

The small group of families that own and control corporate America are generational 

Luciferians. They despise Christianity and have waited a long time for the opportunity 

to attack our God-given rights in an open court. The way they came together in 2017 

and revealed their agenda was remarkable. Until this time they had always taken great 

care to hide their contempt for Christianity and Biblical values. By stepping forward in 

this way they were taunting, in effect, the leaders of our churches and brazenly putting 

on show the weapons at their disposal.  

What does the future hold when some of the biggest and most powerful corporations 

in America are working together to undermine the Bible and its values? Consider the 

size and influence of the organizations concerned. They include Amazon, Apple, 

Airbnb, eBay, Etsy, Gap, IBM, Intel, LinkedIn, Lyft, Microsoft, PayPal, Yahoo, Twitter, 

and Spotify. 

Corporate giants join to blaspheme the LORD 
How can our pastors and preachers continue to ignore the existence of this Luciferian 

alliance? The enemy is no longer hiding in the shadows but boldly dancing before our 

eyes, daring those who claim to be defending the immutable laws of God to stand and 

oppose them. They are like Goliath on the plain of Elam who, for forty days, pranced 

about in his military regalia, pouring scorn on his adversaries and blaspheming the 

God of Israel. 
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The lies being promulgated by the Luciferian alliance are disguised, and thus allowed 

to persist, by a general failure to identify the liars. After all, why would Intel or IBM or 

Microsoft want to attack Christianity? Other players in this sinister alliance – 

companies like Target and the makers of Budweiser – are pushing gender perversion 

even more aggressively today than ever before, and the public are starting to respond. 

Alas, as yet, very few can see that ALL of these companies, which are led by servants 

of Satan, are working together in accordance with a centrally co-ordinated plan to 

undermine Biblical morality and corrupt the younger generation. 

Greenhouse laughing gas 
The liars behind the global warming deception are harder to identify. The media 

spreads the propaganda but who pays the media? And if the media is reporting lies 

concocted by the scientists, then who is paying the scientists? To the average person it 

seems highly improbable that anyone could benefit from such an elaborate and highly 

expensive program of deception. What it more, it is hard to see how the high level 

funding needed to keep this program in motion is being continuously made available. 

Christians who truly love the LORD should be able to overcome this hurdle. For them 

the answer ought to be obvious. The mastermind behind all of this is the same being 

who offered to give the whole world to Jesus if he would bow down and worship him. 

Satan owns the people who own the big corporations. In order to gain and retain their 

positions they must accept him as their supreme commander. And this means carrying 

through with his grand plan to install the Antichrist. 

The hoax known as manmade global warming is overseen by a wide spectrum of 

experts who hold influential positions in their respective fields. Just about every 

branch of science is being used to fabricate a model of climate change which can be 

used to support the many outrageous claims made by the doomsayers. If the public is 

bombarded continually with messages from these so-called experts which proclaim, 

over and over, in the name of science, that greenhouse gases exist and that their 

accumulation poses a threat to civilization, we should hardly be surprised if the 

majority of their audience believe them. 
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We have already examined the multiplicity of lies which together constitute the global 

warming hoax – see our paper The Lie in the Sky: Manmade Global Warming

(#208).

Also, we have spoken many times about other lies being told by the Establishment, 

such as Evolution and the supposed existence of dinosaurs. Evolution is a blatant hoax, 

chock full of nonsensical assertions, and backed to the hilt by academics who will 

believe anything, and teach anything, rather than accept that the LORD God created 

all life. The blatant atheism and anti-Christian sentiment behind their opinions does 

not seem to have alerted the public to the fact that Evolution is a religious belief or a 

metaphysical conviction. As science it is garbage. Its only purpose is to confound the 

account of Creation given in the Book of Genesis and lure mankind into a materialistic 

trap. 

The Antichrist branch of modern science 
The same people who lied outrageously about Evolution for the past 150 years are now 

lying outrageously manmade global warming (MGW).   

Evolution first came to prominence in 1859, and despite reams of evidence adduced 

thereafter to show that it has no validity, it continues to be endorsed by the scientific 

community. Since it is designed to attack Christianity and mock the Bible it receives 

unqualified support in the media and as much funding as the hoaxers require to keep 

it in the public eye. Both the BBC and National Geographic play a major role in 

maintaining this vulgar deception.  

MGW only took off in 1979, when a report by the US National Academy of Sciences 

“acknowledged” the potential for human-induced climate change from the burning of 

‘fossil fuels’ and the excessive production of CO2.  
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On foot of their success in promoting the lie of Evolution, the Luciferian Elite know 

how to concoct a powerful pseudo-scientific theory and keep it running, despite all the 

evidence showing that it has no basis in fact. MGW is now being used to impose 

tyrannical controls over mankind, to restrict industrial output, to curtail the 

production of food, to limit many traditional forms of human activity, and to micro-

manage the lives of ordinary individuals.  

It also allows them to assign a “carbon footprint” to each person and hold them 

responsible, albeit to a miniscule degree, for the alleged “destruction” of life on earth. 

Bit by bit they are programming the masses to believe the earth is vastly over-

populated and that some form of “culling” is needed to restore it to its former glory. 

The Gaia philosophy behind all of this is Paganism, pure and simple. The earth goddess 

they call Gaia will look after us, they say, if we treat her with respect, but if we fail to 

do so, she will withdraw her blessings and destroy us all. 

MGW is a poisonous lie with epic implications for human liberty and religious 

expression. The Elite are using it to crush all resistance to their plan to bring about a 

‘new world order’ and to impose, under the guise of “doing good,” a totalitarian system 

of control over the whole of mankind. 

Farmers in the Netherlands 

protest against government 

plans to buy up thousands of 

farms and remove them 

from production.   

Demonising common atmospheric gases 
Dutch farmers are being forced to sell their land to the government, ostensibly for the 

purpose of reducing nitrogen emissions. Apparently the jokers who peddle this 

garbage have identified nitrogen as a major contributor to the greenhouse effect, 

despite the fact that the air we breathe is 78 percent nitrogen! While nitrogen of itself 

does not exercise a greenhouse effect, its presence in the atmosphere in the form of 

NO2 and N2O is deemed by them to constitute a much more potent threat to our 

survival than CO2. 
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By demonising nitrogen in this way, they can extend their attack to farming and food 

production, which make extensive use of nitrogen-based fertiliser. Cattle, sheep and 

goats are also a target in this sickening deception since they emit methane (CH4) 

which also happens to be a potent greenhouse gas. Apparently belching and farting 

livestock pose a threat to our survival! 

The farmers of Ireland got a taste of this insanity when it emerged, a few weeks ago, 

that the government was planning to cull 200,000 cattle from the national herd to 

meet greenhouse gas targets, at a cost of $750m!  

The Marxist gangsters who run Ireland are no different from the Marxist gangsters 

who run the Netherlands. They are all members of the Luciferian new world order

alliance which is using a brutal arsenal of lies to deceive and oppress the masses and 

turn the social order upside down.

The real flag of the EU. The central portion is usually omitted. 

Christians should be able to see through these lies 
Christians who love God’s Word should be able to see through these lies. How on earth 

can traditional farming endanger anyone? How can nitrogen-based fertiliser, which is 

essential for food production, become a threat to our survival? How can CO2, which is 

a fundamental ingredient in the cycle of life, become a “greenhouse gas”?  

The whole theory of MGW is a farrago of lies, a grotesque pseudo-science designed by 

very clever people on behalf of the Ruling Elite. There is no such thing as manmade 

global warming, as we show in our paper #208. Greenhouse gases do not exist. CO2 is 

harmless. So too are CH4, NO2 and N2O. The real danger to our survival is the 

belching and farting of venal politicians who, devoid of moral scruples or a modicum 

of humanity, are prepared to peddle this inane nonsense on behalf of their demon-

empowered paymasters.

For those who hate and abhor lying, none of this should be problematic.  
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Censorship is growing more intense  
As our readers well know, the Elite want to silence dissent and suppress free and open 

debate. Our website, zephaniah.eu, has been censored since 2014 by Google and more 

recently by YouTube. Anyone who tries to leave a comment on YouTube which refers 

to our website will find it is immediately deleted.

The censorship is becoming more intense. AI software is now being used to conduct 

an extensive search of all websites in the US and elsewhere and identify writers who 

appear to be challenging state policy and exposing its defects. Their views and opinions 

are tarred with the blanket term disinformation and condemned as junk. Increasingly 

the authors are being accused of deliberately misleading the public and, under 

proposed legislation in many countries, will be subject to criminal sanctions.  

Communists despise free speech. The Elite in the US have assigned to the infamous 

RAND corporation the task of tracking and tracing purveyors of ‘disinformation’, 

presumably with a view to shutting down their websites – or worse – when the 

international house of cards collapses:  

RAND website “fighting disinformation” 

https://www.rand.org/research/projects/truth-decay/fighting-disinformation.html 

The two screenshots below confirm that the RAND disinformation office exists and 

that it uses the services of a website called Lead Stories FactChecker to help with its 

research. 

The last screenshot shows an email I received on 2 June from Lead Stories 

FactChecker, seeking to establish whether Jeremy James and another named 

individual were one and the same person. 

Now, why on earth would the great RAND corporation want to know this? Bear in 

mind that neither Jeremy James nor the other named person are living in the United 

States or have American citizenship! Furthermore, the website in question – 

zephaniah.eu – is not supported by a US-based platform!

Clearly, the zephaniah website must be spreading information which the intelligence 

community in the US do not want the public to know about. Perhaps we should be 

flattered. After all, they are confirming that our website is a valuable resource for 

anyone who wants to learn what the Children of Wickedness are up to.
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https://www.rand.org/research/projects/truth-decay/fighting-disinformation.html

https://www.rand.org/research/projects/truth-decay/fighting-disinformation/search/items/lead-stories-factchecker.html
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Screenshot of an email sent by the fact-checking website, LeadStories.com 

(working on behalf of the RAND Corporation) to Jeremy James on 2 June 2023. 

CONCLUSION 
David said: “I hate and abhor lying: but thy law do I love.” He could hate and abhor 

the lies around him BECAUSE he loved the Word of God. By our continual immersion 

in His Word, we learn to distinguish between truth and lies. We also learn to love the 

truth and hate all that is false and subversive: 

“Through thy precepts I get understanding:  

therefore I hate every false way.”

(Psalm 119:104)

The Enemy has taught a great many professing Christians to love everything and hate 

nothing. They have been thoroughly deceived.  
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__________________ 

Jeremy James

Ireland 

June 9, 2023 

- SPECIAL REQUEST – 

Time is running out... 

Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this website 

for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always be available.  

For an easy way to download all papers (over 350), please email me.

We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may be 

obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a future 

mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following address:-  

jeremypauljames@gmail.com

For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu
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